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Abstract. The main goal of this review paper is to provide a systematic review of Multiple Criteria Decision-Making
(MCDM) techniques in regard to transportation systems problems. This study reviewed a total of 89 papers, published
from 1993 to 2015, from 39 high-ranking journals; most of which were related to transportation science and were extracted from the Web of Science and Scopus databases. Papers were classified into 10 main application areas and nine
transport infrastructure. Furthermore, papers were categorized based on the author(s) and year, name of the journal in
which they were published, technique and approach, author(s) nationality, application area and scope, study purpose,
gap and research problem and results and outcome. The results of this study indicated that more papers on MCDM in
2013 than in any other year. AHP and Fuzzy-AHP methods in the individual methods and hybrid MCDM and fuzzy
MCDM in the integrated methods were ranked as the first and second methods in use, respectively. The Transportation
Research Part A: Policy and Practice was the most significant journal in this study, with 13 publications on the topic.
Finally, service quality was ranked as the first application area and airline industry was ranked as the first transport
infrastructure that applied MCDM techniques.
Keywords: multiple criteria decision-making techniques (MCDM); AHP; Fuzzy-AHP; decision-making; transportation systems.

Introduction
The development and management of transportation
system is critical in economic and social development
in any country. There many challenges, problems and
issues relate to transportation system such as safety, cost
and quality that require effective solutions and improvement. In assessing the effectiveness and the quality of
the solutions, the ideas and inputs from the expert is
vital particularly when we are operating with limited
resources and constraints. Thus, the decision-making
process must be based on factual approach. There are
some approaches that can be used such as simulation,
structural equation modeling and Multiple Criteria
Decision-Making (MCDM). MCDM become one of the
important decision-making techniques that has been
used by many authorities, academicians and researchers in evaluation of the transportation systems (Pérez
et al. 2015) as in Celik et al. (2013). Pérez et al. (2015),
claim that 58 different MCDM techniques are applied
in urban passenger transport systems between 1982 and
2014. Pérez et al. (2015), conclude that MCDM tech-

niques become one of the very helpful techniques for the
evaluation and decision-making projects in transportation systems in last decades. Tsamboulas et al. (1999),
investigated important elements of the transport evaluation procedure for provide and associate the some,
which applied MCDM methods for the evaluation of
transportation systems. Changes in transportation systems and assessment of scenarios for the development
of transport sectors could be based on economic, social
and environmental principles (Joumard, Nicolas 2010;
Kavaliauskas 2008). Assessment of transport to improve
efficiency and improve customer gratification about the
quality of service considered very significant. All of the
transport subdivisions evaluate the superiority of service frequently (Awasthi et al. 2011). Using MCDM approaches and techniques, Decision Makers (DMs) must
properly account for all significant criteria, which helps
to decrease post-decision regret (Belton, Stewart 2002).
The core of decision-making process related to transportation systems is the constructive discourse among
the analysts, citizens, and decision makers. Today’s de-
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cision-making process is using a participatory approach,
which involved all concerned citizens. To make citizen
participation most productive, public discourse, which is
often distracted and confused need to become more focused and possible consequences and uncertainty must
be clearly presented. Understanding the requirement
of transportation system from the perspective of users
or customers point of view can lead to superior quality
service delivery (Freitas 2013). Assessment on transportation system to improve efficiency service quality and
customer satisfaction is substantial.
During the current review, the researchers attempted to offer an outline of a number of major MCDM approaches offered through the years and offers instances
of the ways various approaches have been applied for
transportation system problems. The examples were
chosen in order to give an extensive overview of all
techniques used to transportation system problems since
1993. This paper is the first review paper which investigated the role of MCDM techniques in transportation
systems problems, although; some previous scholars reviewed papers in different perspectives of transportation
systems such as; intra-household interactions (Ho, Mulley 2015); car-following models (Aghabayk et al. 2015;
Brackstone, McDonald 1999); demand for high-speed
rail (Givoni, Dobruszkes 2013); roundabout capacity
modelling (Yap et al. 2013); level of service (Bhuyan,
Nayak 2013); sociological perspectives (Cairns et al.
2014); bus transportation system (Ibarra-Rojas et al.
2015; Pelletier et al. 2011). Since there is no review paper
on the application MCDM in transportation system, this
paper provides the overall review of the past researches.
The rest of this review paper is structured as follows. Section 1 discuses on literature of MCDM and
transportation systems. Section 2 describes the research
method and the procedure of this study. Section 3 provides findings of this review based on the research objectives. Finally, last section presents our conclusions.
1. Literature Review
1.1. Multiple Criteria Decision-Making Techniques
Several MCDM and fuzzy MCDM approaches have
been offered by previous scholars in the last three decades which are different in terms of the theoretical
background, questions type and the achieved findings.
Many approaches and techniques proposed for specific
problems. In recent years, numerous MCDM and fuzzy
MCDM approaches have been suggested to select the
best compromise options. These approaches have been
suggested for different problems in real world which
need to consider as multi-criteria by decision makers
for improving and solving in various fields of mathematical optimization, computer science and computer
technology (Wiecek et al. 2008). Xu and Da (2002) categorized MCDM approach in two ways, classical and
fuzzy MCDM. Furthermore in recent years some of
previous scholars classified fuzzy MCDM and MCDM
techniques in several application areas (Mardani et al.
2015a, 2015b). Recently, Mardani et al. (2015c) selected,
summarized and reviewed 54 papers, which were related

to renewable and sustainable energy and decision making techniques, these 54 papers published from 2003 to
2015. In addition, Mardani et al. (2015d) reviewed and
classified fuzzy MCDM and classical MCDM techniques
based on the service quality.
Decision makers employ the decision-making approaches in order to prioritize the important criteria or
parameters, reduce uncertainty and enhance the quality
of decisions. MCDM techniques have been suggested
for solving different problems in real world. For the
first time, MacCrimmon (1968) proposed Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) and two stages in weighting as
complete aggregation, Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis
(MAUA) (Keeney, Raiffa 1976), Order of Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) (Hwang, Yoon
1981), VlseKriterijuska Optimizacija I Komoromisno
Resenje (VIKOR) (Opricovic, Tzeng 2004), Weighted
Aggregated Sum Product Assessment (WASPAS) (Zavadskas et al. 2012), Complex Proportional Assessment
Method (COPRAS) (Zavadskas et al. 1994), Multi-Objective Optimization by Ratio Analysis (MOORA) (Brauers,
Zavadskas 2006), COPRAS grey (COPRAS-G), fuzzy additive ratio assessment (ARAS-F), ARAS grey (ARAS-G)
and MULTIMOORA (MOORA plus the full multiplicative form) (Brauers, Zavadskas 2010; Turskis, Zavadskas 2010a; Zavadskas, Turskis 2008), KEmeny Median
Indicator Ranks Accordance (KEMIRA) (Krylovas et al.
2014), ARAS (Zavadskas, Turskis 2010). As examples of
partial aggregation methods, Step-Wise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis (SWARA) (Keršulienė et al. 2010),
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) are relied on as pairwise comparisons (Saaty 1988, 2003, 2005; Saaty, Vargas 2013). ELimination and Choice Expressing REality
(ELECTRE) (Roy 1996), and Novel Approach to Imprecise Assessment and Decision Environments (NAIADE)
(Munda 1995) can be listed, which involve the pair-wise
comparisons of alternatives.
In addition, Analytic Network Process (ANP) and
Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) (Brans, Mareschal
1992). Xu and Da (2002) classified fuzzy MCDM in two
different categorized including Fuzzy Multi-Attribute
Decision-Making (FMADM) and Fuzzy Multi-Objective
Decision-Making (FMODM). Liou and Tzeng (2012)
examined the development of MADM techniques from
1738 to 2012 into three different ways: evaluating or
choosing models, weighting models and normalizing
models. Hwang and Yoon (1981), Zavadskas, and Turskis (2011) grouped MCDM techniques and approaches
in various ways, in these investigations MCDM was classified into three kinds of information actors include no
information, information about criteria and information
of alternative. Zimmermann (1978), Bellman and Zadeh
(1970) used fuzzy sets theory to MCDM field. According to Yager (1978), the fuzzy set of a decision is the
intersection of the whole fuzzy goals. In addition, Kickert (1979), summarized the application of fuzzy set for
apply to MADM problems. Many MCDM works were
developed and published between 1950s and 1970s and
growth during 1980s and early of 1990s (Köksalan et al.
2011). Furthermore, Köksalan et al. (2011) provided a

book, which discussed about history of MCDM development. Moreover, Hwang et al. (1979) reviewed development of MODM methods and approaches. Later,
another review paper related to MADM techniques and
methods such as LINMAP, SAW, ELECTRE and TOPSIS presented by Tzeng and Huang (2011). Keeneyet al.
(1979) developed the basics of decision with multiple
objectives for improvement the body of knowledge regarding to decision-making techniques and approaches.
1.2. Transportation Systems and MCDM
MCDM is described as a methodological tool for modeling and solving complex problems (Kahraman 2008)
and defined as a common term for approaches that support decision makers in making decisions in cases where
more than one decision criteria (Pérez et al. 2015).
MCDM methods are very strong tools that can be applied to several areas. Any transportation infrastructure
development project should begin with the recognition
of an existing or projected need to meet the present and
the growing demand in the future. Transport systems
are designed to let people circulate though the systems;
arrive their destinations; and achieve their trip purposes.
As a result, it is essential to provide with an environment
that makes road users feel convenient, secure, comfortable, and healthy when using the transportation system.
Policy-makers of today’s major transportation systems
are engaged in debates and face arguments about whether to build a new or extend an existing transportation
system, which transportation technologies should be
considered, which transportation alternative is locally
preferred, and which transit systems should be implemented. How to evaluate, present and recommend in a
logical manner the most desirable transportation system
that meets the purposes and needs from diverse standpoints and at the same time, satisfies multiple goals and
objectives under uncertain information. Researchers
view a transportation system a large-scale system. It is
characterized by many elements that interact with each
other. Planning a large-scale system is complicated because it must satisfy different groups of people with a
wide range of views about benefits and needs, and about
paying for its costs.
Decision-making about a transportation system
is not straightforward and requires negotiations. Often
times, the planning cannot be advanced because there is
no consensus with regard to the goals and expected outcomes of a project. Traditional approaches to decisionmaking on transit systems are based on various unrealistic assumptions. For example, the decision problem is
assumed to be well structured; the evaluation objectives
are assumed to be independent; the evaluation criteria
are assumed to be quantifiable; the decision makers are
assumed to be from a consistent group of individuals;
all possible alternatives are assumed to be clearly defined; the decision-makers have complete knowledge of
information needed when analyzing transportation alternatives; and the alternative which gives the maximum
utility is assumed to be the optimal solution. However
in reality most transit decision makers have neither the
complete information nor the rigid decision rules to
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make the ‘correct’ decision. In addition, traditional approaches seem to oversimplify the complex transit system by:
–– aggregating performance measures and evaluating a system as a whole;
–– omitting the analysts’ ambiguity.
The proposed mechanism helps the participants to
focus on specific causal relations. The integrity of the
decision is related to how uncertainty is treated and how
the participants understand uncertainties and ambiguities involved. Evaluation of transportation systems and
reaching the recommended alternative is embedded in
three stages: alternatives screening process; alternatives
analysis process; and project evaluation process for funding recommendations. These processes are labyrinthine,
because they deal with both demand and supply characteristics of transportation systems and their interactions.
Different types of uncertainty require different mathematical representations of uncertainty treatment. Probability theory deals with uncertainty due to randomness
(that is risk); fuzzy set theory deals with vagueness, and
possibility theory and evidence theory deals with ambiguity. Traditionally, probability has been the approach
used to connect with risk in decision-making process.
Probability represents the degree of belief in terms of
the frequency of occurrences based on the evidence presented. Nonetheless, in reality when analysts evaluate alternatives, they experience evidence in the form of data,
information, opinions, and critiques, which are usually
vague, incomplete, conflicting, and scattered.
The traditional probability theory may not be sufficient and appropriate to model and work with such
weaker state (that is uncertainty) of information and
knowledge. Transportation systems are strictly associated to its economy, humanity, setting, and policymaking. The structure of transportation systems are
typically welcomed through local administrations because of several advantageous like better suitability and
development in the local economy, and employment
amount. Though, protection of environmental should
be considered while those plans are offered, as poor in
decision-making might not merely cause significant leftover about time as well as cash, but likewise might create
long-term harm.
Several MCDM methods have been suggested to
incorporate the needs of different stakeholders involved
in decision-making process. MCDM methods use a numerical or analytical model to find the alternative that
would best meet a wide variety of criteria. They transform both qualitative and quantitative measures into a
single objective value. Yeh et al. (2000) applied fuzzy
Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) technique for assessing
the activity of transportation system in urban public.
Hanaoka and Kunadhamraks (2009) applied FuzzyAHP to measure the performance in the transportation
related to intermodal freight. Zak et al. (2009) applied
MCA method based on named Light Beam Search and
graphical amenities to optimizing the problems in transit vehicle. Campos and De Rus (2009) evaluated the
sustainable mobility based weightage index in urban
zones. Agusdinata et al. (2009) utilized a model for ex-
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amine the doubt in intelligent speed adaptation strategy
in urban transportation systems.
Previous investigations about transportation systems paid attention to the measurement of productivity
as well as performance (Chang, Nojima 2001; Kanninen
1996; Watterson 1993). Furthermore, transportation
performance comprises efficacy, success, output and finally quality of service (Eboli, Mazzulla 2011). Though
most investigations applied outdated statistical methods
to evaluate hypotheses, others utilized MCDM methods
to examine service quality of transportation systems and
making plans for development.
In the actual world, standards are seldom self-governing but usually have a grade of interactive association, occasionally with dependence and feedback effects,
particularly about the very complicated combination
of intangibles of service quality. Focus on customer
satisfaction level in public transportation system is an
essential task for the authorities and managers. Therefore, determining the efficiency and satisfactory levels
of the services are needed to be assessed by the service
provider(s) (Celik et al. 2013; Hassan et al. 2013). Correspondingly, Celik et al. (2013) and Hassan et al. (2013)
argue that both the existing and predicted demand tendencies, apprehensions of shareholders, and unmet service requirements are needed to be taken into account
in the evaluation framework. Evaluation criteria can be
used to evaluate and display economic performances
of the service provider, connect the service provider’s
achievements and difficulties that are faced, and improve
the service quality standards. With the performance
evaluation results, the management and service providers gain valuable directions for the future plans, such as
transit line planning and finance.
In public transportation systems, multiple decision makers from both public and private sectors participate in decision-making process (Pérez et al. 2015)
and multiple criteria are considered during this process. Therefore, MCDM become one of the important
decision-making techniques that has been used by many
authorities, academicians and researchers in customer
satisfaction evaluation of the public transportation systems (Aydin et al. 2015; Liou et al. 2014).
Parkan (2002) applies operational competitiveness
rating analysis to measure the productivity and performance of service quality in public transit company. Gerçek et al. (2004) analyze network of rail transit that are
made for Istanbul. Hanaoka and Kunadhamraks (2009)
apply Fuzzy-AHP to the intermodal freight transportation in order to evaluate the logistics performances.
They prefer to use Fuzzy-AHP for evaluation of the factors in order to various judgment processes. In addition,
Celik et al. (2013) apply an integrated model based on
interval type-2, TOPSIS, FMCDM (fuzzy MCDM) and
Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) to evaluate the satisfaction of customer regarding to public transportation
systems in Istanbul, and give directions for the future
improvements. Also Celik et al. (2014) evaluate the performances of five rail transit lines in Istanbul. The evaluation is calculated based on the survey that is conducted

in 2012. Friman et al. (2001) presented empirical and
theoretical analysis about improve of customer satisfaction in public transportation systems.
Hassan et al. (2013) suggest a multi-level outline
for measuring the public transit service activity. Over
their framework, a mixture of subjective and objective
measures is applied for evaluating the service quality. Their work permits about the attitudes of different
shareholders about public transit facilities to be used
in a multi-criteria assessment procedure. Asakura and
Kashiwadani (1991) conducted an investigation about
the most significant issues, which have an influence on
the reliability of public transportation systems. Bramel
and Simchi-Levi (1996) assessed the optimal public bus
station-locating problem.
2. Systematic Review Methodology
This review paper attempted to review and identify the
published paper in popular international journals the
presented the most significant information to scholars
and researchers who examine the various application
areas related to MCDM, FMCDM and transportation
systems. Therefore, this review paper searched to identify the papers related to MCDM and FMCDM in various parts of published papers such as keywords, title,
research method, results, conclusions and discussions.
In relation to classification scheme, a reference repository has been established, which was included a total
of 89 papers published in more than 39 journals published from 1993 to 2015. The papers were classified in
terms of their author(s) and year, name of the journal
in which they were published, technique and approach,
author(s) nationality, application area and scope, study
purpose, gap and research problem and results and outcome. Additionally, this review paper is consisted of a
new perspective is taken into consideration to review
the articles, namely the categorization of the articles into
10 different areas of transportation systems topics: service quality, transportation performance evaluation, customer and passengers satisfaction, financial assessment,
sustainability, logistic management, strategic alliance,
safety management, technology management and other
areas Fig. 1 presented the systematic review of analysis
and procedure.
In this review paper, we conduct a systematic review; a rigorous review methodology originally developed mainly within medical research and first outlined
for the field of management and organization studies
by Tranfield et al. (2003). The aim of such a systematic
review is to locate relevant existing studies based on a
prior formulated research question, to evaluate and synthesize their respective contributions and to report the
evidence in a way that clear conclusions with regard to
further research and managerial practice can be drawn
(Denyer, Tranfield 2009). Systematic reviews exhibit
significant advantages compared to traditional narrative approaches of literature reviews. Those traditional
reviews generally do not follow a formal methodology,
thus resulting in lacking transparency and replicability
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Search in Online Databases
Online Databases
Web of Science
Scopus

Since 1993 to 2015
Identi cation of Survey Goal

Excluded chapter books, thesis and dissertation,
unpublished papers, textbooks, editorial notes, etc

Journal Articles

Excluded papers that do not meet the inclusion criteria
(n = 108)
MCDM and
Transportation
Classi ed based on
MCDM techniques
Identi ed and screened articles related to
Transportation research
(n = 197)
Classi ed based on
transport
infrastructure

Review of articles

Selected articles related to
Transportation research (n = 89)

Classi ed based on
application areas

Author(s)
Primary review of articles based on
abstract

AHP and Fuzzy AHP (n = 24)
Hybrid MCDM and FMCDM (n = 23)
Other MCDM and FMCDM techniques (n = 12)
TOPSIS and Fuzzy TOPSIS (n = 10)
Integrated AHP, TOPSIS (n = 6)
Integrated ANP, DEMATEL (n = 6)
VIKOR and Fuzzy VIKOR (n = 5)
ELECTRE and Fuzzy ELECTRE (n = 3)
Airline industry (n = 28)
Other transportations, ( n=26)
Public transportation (n = 9)
Railways industry (n = 7)
Road transportation (n = 6)
Shipping industry (n = 5)
Airport industry (n = 4)
Public logistic center (n = 3)
Container lines (n = 2)
Service quality, (n = 23)
Transportation performanceevaluation (n = 18)
Other areas of application, (n =16)
Customer and passengers satisfaction (n = 13)
Financial assessment (n = 7)
Sustainability (n = 5)
Logistic management (n = 5)
Strategic alliance (n = 4)
Safety management (n = 3)
Technology management, (n = 2)

Published Year
Technique and method

Research Objective
89 full -text articles included in
systematic review

Discussion and
Conclusions

Gap and research problem
Results and nding
Journal Name

Fig. 1. Systematic review methodology of study

by others. Researchers can focus on ‘preferred’ literature
sources and base their review on a personal, purposive
selection of materials they believe to be important. Systematic reviews help to reduce those implicit researcher
biases (Denyer, Tranfield 2009). Through the adoption
of search strategies, predefined search strings as well as
inclusion/exclusion criteria, systematic reviews effectively force researchers to search for all relevant studies
beyond their own horizon of experience. Furthermore,
the application and extensive documentation of a clear
review protocol improves the methodological transpar-

ency of the review and enables future replication by
other researchers. As the motivation and research questions of the review have already been outlined in the
introduction, the remainder of this section will focus on
how the review was conducted and describe in detail the
search strategy, selection criteria and synthesis criteria
applied in this paper. Our search strategy consisted of
looking for relevant studies within scientific literature
sources, represented by academic studies published in
peer-reviewed journals. We searched online databases to
identify all articles published on the topics of transpor-
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tation systems issues enhancement between 1993 and
2015. We have chosen 1993 as a starting point for our
review, as it was in this year, because, we found that; first
paper published in transportation systems issues by in
field of transportation investment (Kartam et al. 1993).
In addition; the majority of papers on transportation systems, MCDM applications and methodologies
were published after 1993; as a result, 1993 was chosen
as the starting date for this study. The major sources of
information used to identify the studies eligible for this
review were the scholarly database of Science Direct and
Scopus, which identify relevant academic articles published in the domains of transportation systems issues
(here definitely: MCDM and transportation, decisionmaking and transportation, MCDM and passenger,
MCDM and airline industry) – domains in which articles on the topic of interest have appeared. We used
two different search strings, which comprised MCDM +
transportation and decision-making and transportation
system as keywords to identify scientific articles. To ensure complete coverage, in a later step of the process,
we also identified additional academic studies through
manual screening of cross-referencing. Books, contributions to edited volumes, conference papers, periodicals,
and working papers were not included in our review, as
such, research usually goes through a less rigorous peerreview process, and they are less readily available (Podsakoff et al. 2005). The entire process of our search is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Finally, 89 previous scientific papers
were considered to be eligible for our systematic review.

satisfaction, financial assessment, sustainability, logistic
management, strategic alliance, safety management,
technology management and other areas (Table 1). In
addition, researchers classified all selected articles based
on transport infrastructure, however, results of this classification provided in Table 2. Based on results of this
table, transport infrastructure classified in nine various
parts including, airline industry, public transportation,
shipping industry, airport industry, railways industry,
road transportation, public logistic center, container
lines and other transportations.
Table 1. Distribution papers based on areas of application
Application fields

23

25.84%

Transportation performance
evaluation

17

19.10%

Other areas of application

13

14.61%

Customer and passengers
satisfaction

10

11.24%

Financial assessment

7

7.87%

Sustainability

5

5.62%

Logistic management

5

5.62%

Strategic alliance

4

4.49%

Safety management

3

3.37%

Technology management

2

2.25%

Total

89

100.00%

3. Findings
3.1. Areas of Application and
Transport Infrastructure
In recent decades, research on MCDM has continued,
and many areas to which it can be applied have been
found. MCDM provides effective decision-making
methods in domains in which selection of the best alternative is highly complex. This survey reviews the
main considerations of transportation systems problems
in MCDM theory and practice. The main purpose is to
identify various applications for MCDM in the transportation systems topics and to suggest robust and effective
approaches for identifying the best solutions to complex
problems. The MCDM method aids in identifying the
best alternatives in situations with multiple criteria; the
best choice can be obtained by analyzing different scopes
and weights of the criteria. This survey comprehensively
shows the development of various methods of MCDM
and its applications in the transportation systems topics.
This survey investigates the developments of various methods of MCDM techniques and their applications in transportation systems issues. In our daily life,
decisions are made based on various criteria; thus, a decision can be made by assigning weights to different criteria. The applications developed to solve multi-choice
problems and the selected MCDM methods provide better performance in cases such as transportation systems,
in which the 10 topics include: service quality, transportation performance evaluation, customer and passengers

Number of papers Percentage

Service quality

Table 2. Distribution papers based on transport
infrastructure
Application fields

Number of papers

Percentage

Airline industry

28

31.46%

Other transportations

25

28.09%

Public transportation

9

10.11%

Railways industry

7

7.87%

Road transportation

6

6.74%

Shipping industry

5

5.62%

Airport industry

4

4.49%

Public logistic center

3

3.37%

Container lines

2

2.25%

Total

89

100.00%

3.2. Distribution Based on MCDM
Techniques and Approaches
Table 3 provided the rate of fuzzy MCDM and MCDM
techniques used in transportation systems topics. Based
on results presented in this table, a total of 89 studies
employed MCDM and fuzzy MCDM techniques and approaches. The first rank was the hybrid MCDM and FMCDM method (26.97%). This table shows that AHP and
Fuzzy-AHP techniques (25.84%) and its applications
have been used more than other individual approaches.
Other MCDM and FMCDM techniques had the third
rank with 12 papers. TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS with
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other techniques hold the fourth rank (11.24%) In addition, integrated AHP, TOPSIS and fuzzy set (6.74%)
Moreover, integrated ANP, DEMATEL and fuzzy set
with six paper, VIKOR and fuzzy VIKOR with other
techniques (5.62%), and finally, ELECTRE, fuzzy ELECTRE was the last rank with three papers. The frequency
of techniques and approaches are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of applications of the MCDM techniques
MCDM techniques
Hybrid MCDM and FMCDM
AHP and Fuzzy-AHP
Other MCDM and FMCDM
techniques
TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS
with other techniques
Integrated ANP, DEMATEL
and fuzzy set
Integrated AHP, TOPSIS and
fuzzy set
VIKOR and fuzzy VIKOR with
other techniques
ELECTRE and fuzzy ELECTRE
Total

Frequency of
Percentage
application
24
23

26.97%
25.84%

12

13.48%

10

11.24%

6

6.74%

6

6.74%

5

5.62%

3
89

3.37%
100.00%

The following sections provide a systematic review
of the 89 papers, categorizing them into the 10 MCDM
techniques which presented in Table 3. This categorize
were included, AHP and Fuzzy-AHP, hybrid MCDM and
FMCDM, TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS with other techniques, VIKOR and fuzzy VIKOR with other techniques,
integrated AHP, TOPSIS and fuzzy set, integrated ANP,
DEMATEL and fuzzy set, ELECTRE and fuzzy ELECTRE, PROMETHEE and fuzzy PROMETHEE, ANP
and fuzzy ANP and finally, other MCDM and FMCDM
techniques. All papers are then presented in tables, and
MCDM techniques is summarized based on author(s)
and year, technique and approach, transport infrastructure, study purpose, gap and research problem and the
last column presents results and outcome in each paper.

3.2.1. Distribution Based on AHP and Fuzzy-AHP
AHP and Fuzzy-AHP have used for various and different application areas. In this section, we focused on
those studies, which applied both AHP and Fuzzy-AHP
to evaluate transportation systems in several application
areas and transport infrastructure. Shiau (2013) assessment of sustainable transport strategies, results of this
study found that, Istanbul District is importance convenient district related to container port. Mandic et al.
(2014) improved original two-phase multi-criteria model in Serbian railways, results of this research found that
priority project focused on restructuring and reform in
Serbian railways despite of very poor technical subsystems. Chou et al. (2011) found that, assurance and reliability were the important criteria of service quality.
Bruno et al. (2015) assessment aircraft for supporting
of strategic decisions, finding of this paper showed that
factor of cabin luggage compartment size in the best factor. Rezaei et al. (2014) evaluated and selected the supplier in the airline retail industry, finding of this article
indicated that financial stability is significant criteria in
supplier selection. Yedla and Shrestha (2003) evaluated
and selected the best alternative in Delhi transportation
system regarding to environmentally sustainable, results
of this paper found, the importance quantitative criteria
are cost energy and environment are significant criteria
in Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) car, moreover, in
case of qualitative result barriers, technology and adaptability are the importance criteria in CNG bus and CNG
car. Jones et al. (2013) suggested a new framework for
screening of projects regarding to urban transport based
on sustainability criteria, results of this study demonstrated that the suggested framework is adequately
present for priorities, local sustainable transport needs
and perceptions. According to finding of Table 4, 23 of
previous studies have used AHP and Fuzzy-AHP for
evaluation of transportation system. Other information
details such as author(s) and year, technique and approach, transport infrastructure, study purpose, gap and
research problem and the last column presents results
and outcome in each paper presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Articles based on AHP and Fuzzy-AHP
Author(s) Technique Application area
Study purpose
and year and approach
and scope
Lupo
Fuzzy-AHP Public transport Proposed new
(2013a)
service
methodology based on
extended of SERVQUAL
for analysis of
performance in public
transport service
Shiau
AHP
Sustainable
Assessment of
(2013)
transport
sustainable transport
strategies
strategies
Mandic
AHP
Railways
Improved original
et al.
two-phase multicriteria
(2014)
model in Serbian
railways

Gap and research
problem
There is need to handle
uncertainty in analyses
of service performance
of public transport
service
Need to evaluation of
strategies of sustainable
transport in Taiwan
Need to propose new
priority development
projects in Serbia after
war

Results and outcome
Results of this paper indicated
perception of management of
service quality positively influence of all levels of service
performance
Finding of this study showed
that measures of tailor are
based on local circumstances
Results of this research found
that priority project focused
on restructuring and reform
in Serbian railways despite of
very poor technical subsystems
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Continue of Table 4

Author(s) Technique Application area
Study purpose
and year and approach
and scope
Chou
Fuzzy-AHP Airline industry Evaluate the quality of
et al.
service international air
(2011)
travel transportation
industry

Gap and research
problem
There is lack in past
studies which did
not attention on
assess service quality
of airline based on
weighted SERVQUAL
measurement

Results and outcome
Results of this paper found
that, assurance and reliability
were the important criteria of
service quality

Lupo
(2013b)

Fuzzy-AHP

Transit

Analysis service quality Need to analysis of
of customer satisfaction customer satisfaction in
transit based on service
quality measurements

The obtained results show that
only few service attributes play
an important role in performing a quality transit service

Bruno
et al.
(2015)

Fuzzy-AHP

Aircraft

Assessment of aircraft
for supporting of
strategic decisions

Need to further study
regarding to service
quality, environmental
impact and attention
on customer in aircraft
evaluation

Finding of this paper showed
that factor of cabin luggage
compartment size in the best
factor

Rezaei
et al.
(2014)

Fuzzy-AHP

Airline industry Selection of supplier
in the airline retail
industry

There are conflicting
in assessment of
quantitative and
qualitative criteria
in supplier selection,
therefore need to
further study in this
issue

Finding of this article indicated that financial stability is
significant criteria in supplier
selection

Yedla,
Shrestha
(2003)

AHP

Transport
system

Due to problem
in Delhi urban
transportation need to
further study related
to environmentally
sustainable

Results of this paper found, the
importance quantitative criteria are cost energy and environment are significant criteria
in CNG car, moreover, in case
of qualitative result barriers,
technology and adaptability
are the importance criteria in
CNG bus and CNG car

Tudela
et al.
(2006)

AHP

Urban transport Compared results of two
techniques including of
AHP and (Cost-Benefit
Analysis) CBA in unban
transportation system

Need to study for
further focuses
on economic
perspectives in unban
transportation system

Results of this paper demonstrated that people are very
sensitive about the available
information in projects

Sohn
(2008)

AHP

Overpasses

Identify of overpass for
elimination in Korea

There is need to
study for the useless
overpasses elimination
in Korea

Results of this study indicated
the most systematic criterion
to category of eliminable overpasses are based structural
stability, traffic efficiency, environmental amenity, traffic
safety and functionality

ZubarAHP
yeva et al.
(2012)

Electrified
vehicles

Identify and evaluation
of potential market for
electrified vehicles in
Europe

There is need to
integrate multiple
criteria for ranking of
various electric-drive
vehicles market drivers

Results of this study showed,
infrastructure availability,
car density, state incentives,
average winter temperatures,
GDP per capita, Well-to-Whell
(WTW) CO2 emissions, diesel
and gasoline fuel versus costs
savings and share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are
significant criteria of Electric
Drive Vehicles (EDVs) lead
markets

Jones
et al.
(2013)

Urban transport Suggested a new
projects
framework for screening
of projects regarding to
urban transport based
on sustainability criteria

Need to study for
examine projects
screening in urban
transport systems
based on sustainability
criteria

Results of this study demonstrated that the suggested
framework is adequately present for priorities, local sustainable transport needs and
perceptions

AHP

Selection of best
alternative in Delhi
transportation
system regarding
to environmentally
sustainable
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End of Table 4
Author(s) Technique Application area
Study purpose
and year and approach
and scope
Zietsman, AHP
Airport
Analysis and evaluation
Vanderof development in
schuren
multi-airport
(2014)

Gap and research
problem
Need to assessment
of territorial
competitiveness
rather than economic
activities and
infrastructure in
airport
Analysis of regional
There is problem
multi-airport system
related to identify
by employ of MCDM
the position and role
technique
of airports in multiairport system
Examine the influence
Need to attention to
of interaction of
traffic safety in road for
transport system factors increasing of efficiency
on the traffic accident
in the transport system
rate
Improved a new model Need to emphasize
for increase of customer on service customers
service level and
and deliverers for
decrease of logistic cost solving problems in
transshipment
Identification of
There is lack in
significant criteria
previous studied which
for selection of
did not emphasize
transshipment port
on selection of
transshipment port
Proposed a new method Need to evaluate the
for evaluation of
Transportation Detransportation demand mand Management
management
(TDM) by considering
of social, environmental and transportation
impacts
Identify and evaluating Due to important
the competitiveness of
of service quality
container ports
in logistics centers
services and the
efficient and effective
integration in transport
organizations presented
by a port is the
significant issue
Presented a new
There is need to
decision support model further study in project
for implementation
development and
of appropriate
transportation planning
transportation projects in developed countries

Postorino, AHP
Praticò
(2012)

Multi-airport
system

Podvezko, AHP
Sivile
vičius
(2013)

Road transport

He et al.
(2012)

Fuzzy-AHP

Transshipment

Lirn et al. Fuzzy-AHP
(2003)

Transshipment
Port Selection

TanadAHP
tang et al.
(2005)

Transportation
demand

Yeo, Song AHP
(2006)

Container port
and terminal

Arslan
(2009)

Fuzzy-AHP

Transportation
projects

Teng
et al.
(2010)

Fuzzy-AHP

Transportation
construction
projects

Allocated budget
for transportation
construction projects

Liou,
Chuang
(2010)

Fuzzy-AHP

Airline market

Assessment of
reputation and
corporate image in
airline market

Gerçek
et al.
(2004)

AHP

Rail transit
network

Assessment of the rail
transit networks

Results and outcome
Results of this paper indicated
that, Cape Town city should
developed to employ a singleairport system until passenger
volumes per annum increase
beyond the 27 million air passengers per annum level
Results of this study found
that, effectiveness and efficiency, location and facilities
and classes have similar weight
rather than outcome attributes
Outcomes of this paper
showed that interaction between vehicle and traffic participants in the most significant elements
Outcome of this paper illustrated that reliability of order
fulfillment is the best factor
Outcome of this article found
that, port geographical location
is the best criteria selection of
transshipment port
Outcomes of this study indicated that, traffic impact is the
most important in evaluation
of TDM

The results of this study demonstrated that, the significant
port was among the whole
ports

Results of this study found
that, this model is reasonable
and can employ for achieve of
public idea regarding on transportation projects in the development and planning steps
Need to more focus
Results of this paper found
on budget allocation
that the proposed model can
in transportation
divide the policy objectives of
construction projects
the transportation sector and
real demands in the various
demand levels
Need to attention to
Outcome of this study indicorporate image for
cated that service emerge and
increase customer
safety record are the significant
loyalty
factors in the air transport
market
Need to investigate
Results of this paper indicated
that, the investment in that, network construction
transport infrastructure costs, road vehicle operating
has benefit in overall
costs, capacity and staging
performance of
flexibility of the rail transit
transport system
network are the significant
criteria
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3.2.2. Distribution Based on Hybrid
MCDM and FMCDM
In this section, researchers provided some previous studies that integrated MCDM techniques and approaches
to evaluate transportation systems in several application areas and transport infrastructure. Table 5 shows
that, 30 of previous studies have integrated or combined
various MCDM techniques and approaches to evaluate
transportation systems in several application areas and
transport infrastructure.
Chang et al. (2015) integrated ANP and fuzzy
TOPSIS to evaluate of performance in for airport safety
management system, results of this study showed that
safety assurance, safety policy and objectives, safety
promotion and safety risk management are importance
criteria in evaluation of airport safety. Liou and Tzeng
(2007) mixed AHP, GRA and SAW for assessment and
enhance the service quality of airlines industry, results
indicated that safety and reliability emerge as the critical
factors of service quality. Tsai et al. (2011b) improved
airport service quality by integrate VIKOR and AHP,

empirical results were from the analysis in the airport
of Taiwan and culture is a significant influence in marketing management, the results might not be generalized
broadly. Chang and Yeh (2001) combined SAW, TOPSIS
and Weighted Product Model (WPM) for evaluation of
competitiveness performance in airline industry ,finding
of this study found that management and service quality are the significant criteria in evaluation performance
in Taiwan airline industry. Tsai et al. (2011a) integrated
VIKOR, ANP and DEMATEL for assessment of websites effectiveness in airline industry. Aydin et al. (2015)
mixed Fuzzy-AHP, Choquet integral and trapezoidal
fuzzy sets for present a new framework to evaluating of
customer satisfaction in rail transit systems. Based on
the finding of Table 5, 24 of previous studies have integrated or combined for evaluation of transportation
system. Other information details such as author(s) and
year, technique and approach, transport infrastructure,
study purpose, gap and research problem and the last
column presents results and outcome in each paper presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Distribution based on hybrid MCDM and FMCDM
Author(s)
and year
Li et al.
(2014)

Technique
Application
Study purpose
Gap and research problem
and
area and scope
approach
TOPSIS and Highway
Evaluation of sustainable There is serious challenge in
Entropy
transportation development in highway traffic system in China due
transportation
to rapid development of the
national economy

Bagočius
et al.
(2014)

COPRAS,
SAW and
TOPSIS

Hashemkhani
Zolfani et al.
(2013)
Ramani
et al.
(2010)

Gas terminal
location

Gas terminal location
by employed COPRAS,
SAW and TOPSIS

There is problem in
selection of construction
sites for the Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG)
pollutants

SWARA and Tunnel
VIKOR
pollutants

Employed SWARA and
VIKOR for selection of
mechanical longitudinal
ventilation

AHP and
MAUT

Examine and improve
the project selecting
and evaluating with
collaborating of a statelevel transportation
agency
Integrated robust
contingency plans
and the planning
process for evaluation
of transportation
investment planning

There is a need to selection
of the best model for the
tunnel pollutants based on
mechanical longitudinal
ventilation
There is need to
evaluating of influence of
accounting for nonlinearity
for applications of
transportation planning

Transportation
planning

Kartam
et al.
(1993)

Entropy and Transportation
ELECTRE I investment

Liu et al.
(2013)

VIKOR,
ANP and
DEMATEL

Metro–airport

Developed model of
system evaluation of
systems in airport
connection service

Large-scale planning of
transportation investment
deals with extensive areas
and long time periods,
therefore, it is necessary
to robust contingency
plan in each stage in order
to mitigate the effects of
uncertainty
Few of previous studies
discussed about relationship
between metro system and
urban airports in tourism
development

Results and outcome
Outcomes of this study
demonstrated that rate of
cement highway to administrative village is the
significant index
Having performed calculations in three methods, it
was determined that the
best alternative to build
the LNG terminal is the
Kiaulės Nugara island
Final results illustrate that
jet fans with spot extraction by axial fans is the
best choice
Finding of this paper concluded that, utility nonlinearity positively effect
on results in terms of the
scaled value for a quantified measure
Outcomes of this study
found that evaluating
the service level for mass
transportation is the significant criteria in transportation investment

Outcomes of this study
showed that, tangibles
service encounters and
re-ride are the significant
criteria rather than other
criteria
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Continue of Table 5
Author(s)
and year
Celik
et al.
(2013)

Technique
Application
Study purpose
and
area and scope
approach
TOPSIS and Public
Improve and evaluation
GRA
transportation of customer satisfaction
in public transportation

Gap and research problem

There is problem in level of
customer satisfaction public
transportation in Turkey,
therefore need to improve
and evaluation of customer
satisfaction
Performance
Need to analysis
measurement evaluation of corporate social
based on corporate
responsibility for
social responsibility in
improvement strategies in
airline industry
airline industry

Wang
et al.
(2015)

Entropy and Airline
GRA
industry

Chao,
Kao
(2015)

Fuzzy-AHP
and Fuzzy
Delphi
method

Barros,
Wanke
(2015)

TOPSIS and Airline
DEA
industry

Chen
et al.
(2014b)

TOPSIS and Railway station Evaluation of
MGE
performance of
passenger transfer in
railway station

There is need to
performance evaluation of
passengers through transfer
facilities

Barfod,
Salling
(2015)

AHP and
SMARTER

Proposed new
framework for
evaluation of transport
infrastructure projects
based on CBA

There is lack in previous
studies, which did not focus
on sustainable and strategic
transport evaluation

Aydin
et al.
(2015)

Fuzzy-AHP, Rail transit
Choquet
integral and
trapezoidal
fuzzy sets

Presented a new
framework for
evaluation of customer
satisfaction in rail transit
systems

There are problems in
rail transit line systems
regarding of evaluation of
customers satisfaction

Airline
industry

Transport
infrastructure
projects

Selection and evaluation
of strategic cargo
alliance in airline
industry

There is need to further
study regarding to
evaluation of cargo alliance
in airline

Evaluation of efficiency
in African airlines

There is need to assessment
of efficiency in African
airlines

Tsai et al. VIKOR,
(2011a)
ANP and
DEMATEL

Airline
industry

Assessment of websites
effectiveness in airline
industry

Effectiveness of information
technology in airline
industry is significant issue,
which need further study in
this issue

Lee et al.
(2012)

Shipping
companies

Compared financial
position in shipping
companies in Taiwan
and Korea

Due to financial crisis
in two countries need to
study to identify of various
features for reflect financial
crisis in shipping companies

GRA and
entropy

Results and outcome
Results of this paper found
that Metrobus had the best
customer satisfaction level
in public transportation
The outcomes of this paper found that, the larger
state-controlled airlines
make better in corporate social responsibility
performance and private
airline has had better improvement regarding corporate social responsibility
performance
Results of this paper indicated that increasing
revenue, enhancing flight
route and frequency and
improving load factor are
three important criteria
Outcomes of this paper
indicated that network
size-related variables economies of scope are significant criteria in efficiency
assessment
Results of this article
showed that, transfer facility capacity, level of service
of transfer, transfer continuity and sustainable development are importance
criteria in performance
evaluation
Finding of this paper indicated that DM framework
is a valuable DSS and
transport projects evaluation can be support significantly
Outcomes of this study
demonstrated that time;
accessibility and safety
are significant criteria in
evaluation of customer
satisfaction in Turkey
Result of this study
showed that airline industry in Taiwan did not
capitalized on webs marketing and need to further
consideration regarding to
managerial actions
Finding of this comparison demonstrated that
cash flow, long-term debt
to equity ratio, times interest earned ratio, working
capital turnover are significant criteria in shipping
companies
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End of Table 5

Author(s)
and year
Wang
(2008)

Technique
Application
Study purpose
and
area and scope
approach
Fuzzy
Airline
Evaluation of financial
TOPSIS and industry
performance in airline
GRA
industry

Wang
(2009)

FMCGDM
and GRA

Container lines Evaluation of financial
performance container
lines

Chang,
Yeh
(2001)

SAW,
Airline
TOPSIS and industry
WPM

Tsai et al. VIKOR and Airport
(2011b)
AHP

Chou,
Ding
(2013)

MCDM and Transshipment
IPA

Liou,
Tzeng
(2007)

AHP, fuzzy
integral
GRA and
SAW

Airlines
industry

Chang
et al.
(2015)

ANP and
Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Airport safety

Ding,
Liang
(2005)

Entropy
and fuzzy
TOPSIS

liner shipping

Wang
et al.
(2014)

Fuzzy
Delphi and
TOPSIS

Liner shipping
companies

Evaluation of
competitiveness
performance in airline
industry

Gap and research problem

Results and outcome

Lack in previous studies,
which did not focused
on financial performance
evaluation in Taiwanese
airlines
Lack in previous studies,
which did not focused on
financial performance in
container lines which they
need to large capitals
Due to increase growth
in competition after
deregulation and passengers’
traffic need to study for
evaluation of performance

Results of this paper can
improve competitive advantage in airline industry
in Taiwan
Results of this paper can
improve competitive advantage in container lines
in Taiwan

Finding of this study
found that management
and service quality are
the significant criteria in
evaluation performance in
Taiwan airline industry
Empirical results were
Improving airport
There is gap between
service quality
passengers’ perceptions and from the analysis in the
their expectations in airport airport of Taiwan and factor of culture is influenced
on marketing management
The results show that the
Assess the international Few of previous studies
emphasize of the service gap combined method is a
ports service quality of
and expectation service in
suitable for evaluating and
in Asia
the shipping carries
analyzing the service quality of ports
Results indicated that reliAssessment and enhance Some of previous paper
ability and safety is the
the service quality of
worked on service quality
most important criteria of
airlines industry
and they supposed the
service quality attributes are service quality
independent
Few studies have attention
Results of this study
Evaluation of
on airport safety
showed that safety assurperformance in
ance, safety policy and
for airport safety
objectives, safety promomanagement systems
tion and safety risk management are importance
criteria in evaluation of
airport safety
Finding of this study facilProposed new fuzzy
There is problem in
selection of strategic
itated for implementation
MCDM method for
in system of computeralliances in shipping
selection strategic
based decision support for
industry
partner in shipping
selection of strategic partindustry
ner in shipping industry
Selection of optimal
Need to study for selection Results of this study inbunkering ports in liner of ports in shipping
dicated that; port tariffs,
bunker quality, bunkering
shipping companies
companies for reduce cost
and maintain shipping
safety and bunker price
are important factors in
schedules
choosing of bunkering
ports

3.2.3. Distribution Based on TOPSIS and Fuzzy
TOPSIS with Other Techniques
In this section we presented those papers that used both
TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS to evaluate transportation
systems in several application areas and transport infrastructure such as; service quality, transportation performance evaluation, customer and passengers satisfaction,

sustainability, logistic management, safety management,
technology management and other areas, airline industry, public transportation, shipping industry, airport
industry, railways industry, public logistic center, container lines and other transportations.
Awasthi et al. (2011) evaluated service quality in
Metro transportation, results of this paper showed that
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approach is the ability to perform assessment of quality of service of transportation systems under partial
or lack of quantitative information. Kazançoğlu, Y. and
Kazançoğlu, İ. (2013) finding service quality criteria of
Turkish domestic airlines, from 23 sub-criteria, the important attributes were cleanliness of restrooms, personal
attention, safety of aircraft and friendliness and helpfulness. Nejati et al. (2009) ranked the service quality criteria in the airline industry, the results show that offering
highest possible quality service to customer, flight safety
and good appearance of flight crew were the significant
factors in airline industry. Fouladgar et al. (2012) assessed risk assessment in tunnel projects by using fuzzy
TOPSIS, results of this article found that collapse is the
most important risk in tunneling project in Iran. Wang
and Chang (2007) developed model for evaluation of
aircraft initial training, finding of this paper found that,
stalling speed, maximum operating speed, fuel capacity,
power plant and maximum G limits are the significant
initial training. Hassan et al. (2013) indicated that, need
to measure and evaluation of performance criteria for
increase of service efficiency of service by public transit
providers. ,finding of this paper showed that, involvement of each stakeholder and flexibility are the important criteria in assessment of public transportation
system. Celik et al. (2013) combined fuzzy TOPSIS and

GRA to improve and evaluate of customer satisfaction
in public transportation, results of this paper found,
that Metrobus had the best customer satisfaction level
in public transportation. Wang (2014) evaluate financial
performance in Taiwan container shipping companies,
finding of this paper demonstrated that closeness coefficient values is best criteria in four categories. Chen
et al. (2014a) presented a new model for selection of
logistic center selection, this study mentioned that, there
is problem in selection of location in logistics center of
airline industry due to many multiple objectives, finding
of this study showed that, investment cost criteria is the
best criteria in selection of location in logistics center.
Deng et al. (2007) demonstrated that, assessment of
safety is important factor for success of business in airline industry, outcomes of this paper indicated that engineering and maintenance management, fleet planning
and flight operations are important criteria in safety of
airline industry. Based on the finding of Table 6, 10 of
previous studies, used TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS with
other techniques to evaluate of transportation system.
Other information details such as author(s) and year,
technique and approach, transport infrastructure, study
purpose, gap and research problem and the last column
presents results and outcome in each paper presented
in Table 6.

Table 6. Distribution based on TOPSIS and fuzzy TOPSIS with other techniques
Author(s)
and year

Technique
and
approach

Application
area and scope

Study purpose

Gap and research problem

Results and outcome

Deng et al. Fuzzy
(2007)
TOPSIS

Airline safety

Evaluation of safety
in airline industry

Assessment of Safety
is important factor for
success of business in
airline industry

Outcomes of this paper
indicated that engineering and
maintenance management, fleet
planning and flight operations
are important criteria in safety
of airline industry

Chen et al. TOPSIS
(2014a)

Airline
industry

Presented a new
model for selection
of logistic center
selection

There is problem in
selection of location in
logistics center of airline
industry due to many
multiple objectives

Finding of this study showed
that, investment cost criteria is
the best criteria in selection of
location in logistics center

Wang
(2014)

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Container
shipping
companies

Evaluation
of financial
performance in
Taiwan container
shipping companies

Need to further study for
evaluation of financial
performance in container
shipping companies

Finding of this paper
demonstrated that closeness
coefficient values are best
criteria in four categories

Hassan
et al.
(2013)

TOPSIS

Public transit
service

Proposed new
framework
for evaluation
performance of
in public transit
service

Need to measure and
evaluation of performance
criteria for increase of
service efficiency of service
by public transit providers

Finding of this paper showed
that, involvement of each
stakeholder and flexibility
are the important criteria
in assessment of public
transportation system

Torlak
et al.
(2011)

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Airline
industry

Assessment
of business
competition in
airline industry

Due to importance of
airline industry in Turkey
need to evaluation
business competition

Results of this paper indicated
that the Turkish Airlines
preserved its dominant role even
after its entrance of newcomers
and privatisation into the airline
industry
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End of Table 6

Author(s)
and year

Technique
and
approach

Application
area and scope

Study purpose

Gap and research problem

Results and outcome
Finding of this paper found
that, stalling speed, maximum
operating speed, fuel capacity,
power plant and maximum G
limits are the significant initial
training
Results of this article found that
collapse is the most important
risk in tunneling project in Iran
The results show that offering
highest possible quality service
to customer, flight safety and
good appearance of flight crew
were the significant factors in
airline industry
From 23 sub-criteria, the
important attributes were
cleanliness of restrooms,
personal attention, safety of
aircraft and friendliness and
helpfulness
Results showed that approach
is the ability to perform
assessment of quality of service
of transportation systems under
partial or lack of quantitative
information

Wang,
Chang
(2007)

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Aircraft

Developed model
for evaluation
of aircraft initial
training

Fouladgar
et al.
(2012)
Nejati et al.
(2009)

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Tunneling
projects

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Airline
industry

Evaluation of risk
assessment in
tunnel projects
Ranking of service
quality criteria in
the airline industry

Kazan
çoğlu, Y.,
Kazan
çoğlu, İ.
(2013)

Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Airline
industry

Finding service
quality criteria of
Turkish domestic
airlines

Need to present the
optimal model for
selection of training due to
improve efficiency, shorten
the training cycle, and save
expenses
Due to significant of
tunneling need to study for
assessment of risks
Need to identify and
prioritizing Iranian
customers’ needs and
expectations for airlines
in the current competitive
market
Need to focus on service
quality as competitive
advantage in airline
industry

Awasthi
et al.
(2011)

fuzzy
TOPSIS

Metro
transportation

Evaluation of
service quality
in Metro
transportation

Often it is difficult to
assess service quality due
to lack of quantifiable
measures and limited data

3.2.4. Distribution Based on Other MCDM
and FMCDM Techniques
In this section of this study provided some previous
studies that use several techniques and approaches
which less in number of frequently, to evaluate of transportation systems several application areas and transport infrastructure such as transportation performance
evaluation, customer and passengers satisfaction, sustainability, logistic management, safety management,
technology management and other areas, airline industry, public transportation, shipping industry, airport
industry, railways industry, public logistic center, container lines and other transportations.
Bouhana et al. (2013) proposed new model in search
of personalized itinerary in systems of multimodal transportation by using Choquet integral, results of research
presented the best solution regarding the personalized
itinerary based on user’s preferences in MCDM issue.
Nigim et al. (2004) indicated that need to understand
how the customer views their services relative to their
competitors, the evaluation results would help airlines
better manage their competitive advantages and provide
an incentive for them to improve quality levels of specific services relative to their competitors. Liou (2011)
evaluate service strategies by generating airline service
decision rules, outcomes display that by developing both
data and suitability, airlines might evade a poor service
assessment, though good information, baggage management and check-in procedures would guarantee at least

a good rating. On-board ease, operative service, being
on-time and schedule are not significant qualities to obtain customer gratification in Taiwan’s local marketplace.
Cheng et al. (2005) presented a novel aggregation model
for service quality evaluation based on fuzzy OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging), results of this study show
that if the alternative perform stable in each attribute,
the evaluating results obtained by proposed model will
also robust. Hickman et al. (2012) investigated sustainability impacts for future lower CO2 emissions in the
transportation system by employ MCA, the geography
of the county, the historic and compact central city,
and a surrounding periphery which is much more dispersed and car dependent, are all typical to many cityregions in the UK and elsewhere. Brauers et al. (2008)
applied MULTIMOORA for evaluation of road design,
The results revealed that the important alternative is
construction of road. Turskis and Zavadskas (2010b)
selected of suitable site for logistic center based on multiple criteria employ ARAS-F, outcomes of this paper
found that investment cost, operation time, expansion
possibility and closeness to the demand market are important criteria in selection of site. Based on the finding of Table 7, 12 of previous studies employed MCDM
and FMCDM techniques to evaluate of transportation
system. Other information details such as author(s) and
year, technique and approach, transport infrastructure,
study purpose, gap and research problem and the last
column presents results and outcome in each paper presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Distribution based on other MCDM and FMCDM techniques
Author(s)
and year

Technique and
approach

Application
area and
scope

Study purpose

Gap and research
problem

Results and outcome

Turskis,
ARAS‐F
Zavadskas
(2010b)

Logistic
center

Selection of suitable
site for logistic center
based on multiple
criteria

Proposed new method
as ARAS-F for solving
problems in civil
engineering fields such as
transportation

Outcomes of this paper
found that investment cost,
operation time, expansion
possibility and closeness
to the demand market
are important criteria in
selection of site

Onut
et al.
(2011)

Fuzzy ANP

Container
port

Applied fuzzy ANP
for solve problems in
selection of container
port

There are some quality
problems related to
logistics firm in a
production company in
the Turkey

Results of this study found
that, Istanbul District is
importance convenient
district related to container
port

Brauers
et al.
(2008)

MULTIMOORA Road design

Applied
MULTIMOORA for
evaluation of road
design

Need to present
the model based
on multiobjective
optimization for road
construction

The results revealed that
the important alternative
is construction of road

Mouter
et al.
(2013)

MCA

Spatial
Assess role of Cost–
infrastructure Benefit Analysis for
projects
spatial-infrastructure
projects

There is lack in previous
studies, which did not
emphasize on CBA in
process of decisionmaking for transport
projects

Results of this study
indicated that, there is
agreement which CBA
must have role in the
assessment of process in
the projects regarding to
spatial-infrastructure

Sevkli
et al.
(2012)

Fuzzy ANP

Airline
industry

Evaluation of SWOT
analysis in airline
industry

Need to study for develop
airport infrastructure and
civil aviation in Turkey
due to rapid urbanization,
growing population
and growing of tourism
industry

Results of this study
showed that the SWOT
FANP is the best method
for decision of strategic
management in the airline
industry

Hickman
et al.
(2012)

MCA

Transport
sector

Investigated
sustainability impacts
for future lower CO2
emissions in the
transport sector

Need to identify the
best ways for future in
regarding of reduces CO2
emissions

Finding of this paper
indicated that the
surrounding periphery,
compact and historic
central city

Cheng
et al.
(2005)

Fuzzy OWA

Airline
industry

Present a novel
aggregation model
for service quality
evaluation

Need to show how to
achieve parameter feasible
value in evaluation of
service quality

The finding of this study
indicated that obtain results
by presented model are
robust

Chou
(2012)

Fuzzy MCDM

Airport

Assessment of the
quality of airport
service

Need to evaluation the
quality of airport service

Results of this paper
indicated that airport of
Kaohsiung and airport of
Taoyuan should emphasize
on some service quality
items specifically

Liou
(2011)

DominanceAirline
based Rough Set industry
Approach

Evaluate service
strategies by generating
airline service decision
rules

This lack in previous
studies, which did not
focus on evaluation
of service strategies in
airline industry

Finding of this paper
indicated that baggage
handling, good information
and check-in processes had
the best rating

Presented a new model
strategic alliance
selection in airline
industry

There are few studies
focused on how firms
selected partner
which emphasis on
interrelationship and
main firm at the same
time

Outcomes of this study
found that one-world
alliance is the best choice in
specific time

Liou et al. Fuzzy ANP
(2011b)

Airline
industry
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End of Table 7

Author(s)
and year

Technique and
approach

Application
area and
scope
Airline
industry

Gap and research
problem

Study purpose

Nigim
et al.
(2004)

Multicriteria
analysis

Evaluation of all
customers on service
quality levels

Bouhana
et al.
(2013)

Choquet integral Public transit Proposed new model in
search of personalized
itinerary in systems
of multimodal
transportation

3.2.5. Distribution Based on VIKOR and Fuzzy
VIKOR with Other Techniques
Celik et al. (2014) demonstrated that Focus of customer
satisfaction is important task for municipalities and government in case of public transportation like rail transit,
the important factors related to customer satisfaction are
noise level and vibration, crowdedness and density, airconditioning system and phone services. Kuo and Liang
(2011) provided an effective method to assessing service
quality of Northeast Asian international airports, the
study results showed that this approach is an effective
means for tackling MCDM problems involving subjective assessments of qualitative attributes in a fuzzy environment. Liou et al. (2011a) enhance service quality
among domestic airlines in Taiwan by applied VIKOR
and GRA, finding of this paper isolated that the important factors of airlines may wish to focus and those in
which airlines have already done well and can reduce
their efforts without affecting the overall service level.
Based on the finding of Table 8, five of previous studies
used VIKOR and fuzzy VIKOR with other techniques
to evaluate of transportation systems. Other information details such as author(s) and year, technique and
approach, transport infrastructure, study purpose, gap
and research problem and the last column presents results and outcome in each paper presented in Table 8.
3.2.6. Distribution Based on Integrated AHP,
TOPSIS and Fuzzy Set
In this section, this study provided some previous studies that combined AHP, TOPSIS and fuzzy set to evaluate of transportation systems several application areas
and transport infrastructure such as transportation performance evaluation, customer and passengers satisfaction, sustainability, logistic management, safety management, technology management and other areas, airline
industry, public transportation, shipping industry, airport industry, railways industry, public logistic center,
container lines and other transportations.

Results and outcome

Need to understand how
the customer views their
services relative to their
competitors

These evaluation results
would help airlines better
manage their competitive
advantages and provide
an incentive for them to
improve quality levels of
specific services relative to
their competitors

There is problem
in suggest the
personalized itinerary
in the multimodal
transportation due to
changing information,
transportation means
diversity and destinations
multitude and itinerary

Results of research
presented the best solution
regarding the personalized
itinerary based on user’s
preferences in MCDM issue

Yazdani-Chamzini and Yakhchali (2012) proposed
new method for selection tunnel boring machine, finding of this paper found the cost factor is most important factor in selection of tunnel boring machine in Iran.
Toosi and Kohanali (2011) assessing service quality of
Iranian airlines; results show that the important criteria
are comfort flight safety, knowledgeable employees to
answer customer questions, without delay flights, convenient air-condition of plane and announcing schedule
flights rapidly and availability of flight options to cancel
or delay cases. John et al. (2014) integrated fuzzy TOPSIS
and Fuzzy-AHP for selection an appropriate model for
evaluation of performance efficiency in seaports, finding of this study demonstrated that increasing reliability is the best investment strategy in seaports. Yeo et al.
(2013) combined Fuzzy-AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS for
assessment of competitiveness of the aerotropolises in
East Asia with FMCDM, outcomes of this paper showed
that, two important criteria are basic infrastructure and
convenience operation. Based on the finding of Table 9,
6 of previous studies combined AHP and TOPSIS with
fuzzy set to assess of transportation systems. Other information details such as author(s) and year, technique
and approach, transport infrastructure, study purpose,
gap and research problem and the last column presents
results and outcome in each paper presented in Table 9.
3.2.7. Distribution Based on Integrated ANP,
DEMATEL and Fuzzy Set
In this section, study provided some previous studies
that integrated ANP and DEMATEL with fuzzy set to
evaluate of transportation systems several application areas and transport infrastructure such as transportation
performance evaluation, customer and passengers satisfaction, sustainability, logistic management, safety management, technology management and other areas, airline industry, public transportation, shipping industry,
airport industry, railways industry, public logistic center,
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Table 8. Distribution based on VIKOR and Fuzzy VIKOR with other techniques
Author(s)
and year

Technique
Application
and
area and scope
approach

Kabir
(2015)

Kuo
(2011)

Study purpose

Gap and research problem

Fuzzy
VIKOR

Transportation Selection and
firm
evaluation
of hazardous
industrial waste
transportation
firm

Evaluation of the proper
and most appropriate
hazardous industrial waste
transportation firm is an
important problem for
hazardous waste generators

Finding of this paper not only
enables us to determine the
outranking order of HIW
transportation firms, but also assess
and rate the firms

Fuzzy
VIKOR
and GRA

Airline
industry

Evaluate the
quality of service
in Chinese crossstrait passenger
airlines

Previous studies cannot
effectively measure and
handle service levels of air
travel passenger services

According to the empirical example,
though this study can obtain a best
alternative A1 by using the proposed
approach, this study can also obtain
that the priority improvement
criterion is C2 in alternative A1

Airline
industry

Enhance service
quality among
domestic airlines
in Taiwan

In a competitive
environment, delivering
high-quality service is
important but from 2008
the global economic
downturn saw airlines are
struggling just to survive

Finding isolated that the important
factors of airlines may wish to focus
and those in which airlines have
already done well and can reduce
their efforts without affecting the
overall service level

Kuo,
Liang
(2011)

VIKOR
Airports
with GRA

Provide an
effective method
to assessing
service quality of
Northeast Asian
international
airports

Need to investigate the
service level of each
service presented by in
international airport
services

The finding of this paper indicated
that, presented approach is very
significant for solving of MCDM
problems, including subjective
assessments of qualitative attributes
in a fuzzy environment

Celik
et al.
(2014)

VIKOR
and
interval
type-2
fuzzy sets

Evaluation
of customer
satisfaction in
rail transit in
Turkey

Focus of customer
satisfaction is important
task for municipalities
and government in case of
public transportation like
rail transit

The important factors related to
customer satisfaction are noise level
and vibration, crowdedness and
density, air-conditioning system and
phone services

Liou et al. VIKOR
(2011a)

Rail transit

container lines and other transportations. Liou et al.
(2014) combined fuzzy DEMATEL and ANP for assess
and enhance the service quality of transport systems,
this study illustrates that how to improve transportation
service quality and thus attract more passengers to use
public transportation systems is an important concern
for city governments around the world, the empirical example of this study indicates that the interdependent effect among criteria is significant. Liou (2012) combined
ANP, DEMATEL and fuzzy preference programming
to develop model for selection of partners in strategic
alliance, results of this study demonstrated that service
network, risk sharing and relationship are significant criteria. Hsu et al. (2010) integrated ANP and DEMATEL
for propose a new model to identify the critical success
factors of safety management in airline industry, finding
of this paper demonstrated that organization is the significant factor in safety management system. Based on
the finding of Table 10, 6 of previous studies combined
AHP and TOPSIS with fuzzy set to assess of transportation systems.
Other information details such as author(s) and
year, technique and approach, transport infrastructure,

Results and outcome

study purpose, gap and research problem and the last
column presents results and outcome in each paper presented in Table 10.
3.2.8. Distribution Based on ELECTRE
and Fuzzy ELECTRE
Lupo (2015) evaluate the quality of service in international airports employ fuzzy ELECTRE III, results of this
paper showed that only few key service aspects played a
focal role in quality airport service. Freitas (2013) indicated that, due to facing growing competition of public
transportation with other transportation need to assessment of road transportation quality of passengers,
outcomes of this study found that vehicle condition and
vehicle cleanliness are the significant items in evaluation
of quality in road transportation. Based on the finding
of Table 11, 3 of previous studies used ELECTRE and
fuzzy ELECTRE to evaluate of transportation systems.
Other information details such as author(s) and year,
technique and approach, transport infrastructure, study
purpose, gap and research problem and the last column
presents results and outcome in each paper presented
in Table 11.
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Table 9. Distribution based on integrated AHP, TOPSIS and fuzzy set

Author(s)
and year
Bilişik
et al.
(2013)

Technique
Application
and
area and scope
approach

Study purpose

Gap and research
problem

Fuzzy-AHP Public
Evaluation of customer
Need to examine
and fuzzy
transportation satisfaction based on
service quality in public
TOPSIS
SERVQUAL measurement transportation due to
solve many problems

Results and outcome
Results of this paper showed
that, fee and tangibles factors
are the greatest weights in
evaluation of service quality

Yayla et al. Fuzzy-AHP 3PL
Presented a new
(2015)
and fuzzy
transportation decision support tool
TOPSIS
for evaluation of 3PL
transportation

Selection of 3PL
service providers
is difficult decision
with complexity and
uncertainty

Results of this paper indicated
that proposed model can
reflects expectations of 3PL
transportation service provider

Yeo et al.
(2013)

Assessment of
competitiveness of the
aerotropolises in east Asia
with FMCDM

There is lack in previous
empirical studies
which did not focused
on advantages and
disadvantages of specific
aerotropolis

Outcomes of this paper
showed that, two important
criteria are basic infrastructure
and convenience operation

John et al. Fuzzy
Seaport
(2014)
TOPSIS
and FuzzyAHP

Selection an appropriate
model for evaluation of
performance efficiency in
seaports

Need to choose the best
model for investment
strategy to increase of
performance in seaports

Finding of this study
demonstrated that increasing
reliability is the best
investment strategy

Toosi,
Kohanali
(2011)

Assessing service quality
of Iranian airlines

There is lack for
evaluation of airlines
service quality in Iran

Results show that the
important criteria are comfort
flight safety, knowledgeable
employees to answer
customer questions, without
delay flights, convenient
air-condition of plane and
announcing schedule flights
rapidly and availability of
flight options to cancel or
delay cases

Need to study for
selection of tunnel
boring machine due
to reduce time and
increase speed

Finding of this paper found
the cost factor is most
important factor in selection
of tunnel boring machine in
Iran

Fuzzy-AHP Aerotropolis
and Fuzzy
TOPSIS

Fuzzy-AHP Airline
and fuzzy
industry
TOPSIS

Fuzzy-AHP Tunnel boring Proposed new method for
Yazdanimachine
selection tunnel boring
Chamzini, and fuzzy
machine
Yakhchali TOPSIS
(2012)

Table 10. Distribution based on integrated ANP, DEMATEL and fuzzy set
Author(s) Technique Application area
and year and approach
and scope

Study purpose

Gap and research
problem

Hsu et al.
(2010)

ANP and
DEMATEL

Airline industry Proposed new model
for identify the critical
success factors of
safety management in
airline industry

Liou et al.
(2007)

ANP and
DEMATEL

Airline industry Assessment of safety
There is lack in
management in airline previous studies,
industry
which did not
attention on safety
in airline industry

Results and outcome

Finding of this paper demonstrated
There is need to
development and that organization is the significant
implementation of factor in safety management system
safety management
system in airline
industry
Results of this paper shoed that,
accident rate flight crew competence,
compliance with aviation task
procedures the training status of
pilots, compliance with maintenance
task procedures; training status of
maintenance personnel; number
of certified technicians/number of
maintenance crew and the managers’
attitude/commitment are important
criteria in safety management
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End of Table 10
Author(s) Technique Application area
and year and approach
and scope

Study purpose

Gap and research
problem

Results and outcome

Tsai, Hsu
(2008)

ANP and
DEMATEL

Airline industry Evaluation and
selection of corporate
social responsibility
criteria

Due to the
important of
corporate social
responsibility in
airline business
strategies need to
further study in
this regard

Results of this study indicated that
organization image improvements is
the important criterion in Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)

Hsu, Liou
(2013)

ANP and
DEMATEL

Airline industry Evaluation of
outsourcing provider
in airline industry

Outsourcing is
critical issue in
airline industry
and need to
further studies in
evaluation of that

Results of this study indicated
that, knowledge skills can help for
improving service quality, there is
good relationship between airlines
and their partners and risk factor is
the most importance in outsourcing
evaluation

Liou
(2012)

ANP,
DEMATEL
and fuzzy
preference
programming

Airline industry Developed model for There is lack in
selection of partners in previous studies
strategic alliance
which did not
emphasize on how
select partners
and lack of
interrelationship
analysis among
them

Results of this study demonstrated
that service network, risk sharing
and relationship are significant
criteria

Liou et al.
(2014)

Fuzzy
DEMATEL
and ANP

Public
transportation

The empirical example indicates that
the interdependent effect among
criteria is significant. We believe
that the results of our method’s
application are promising

Assessment and
enhance the service
quality of transport
systems

How to improve
transportation SQ
and thus attract
more passengers
to use public
transportation
systems is an
important
concern for city
governments
around the world

Table 11. Distribution based on ELECTRE and fuzzy ELECTRE
Author(s)
and year

Technique
and
approach

Application
area and scope

Study purpose

Gap and research
problem

Results and outcome

Sawadogo, ELECTRE
Anciaux
TRI
(2011)

Intermodal
transportation

Presented a model
for evaluation
of performance
in intermodal
transportation system
of goods within the
green supply chain

Need to attention
to environmental
impact in green supply
chain and intermodal
transportation system

Results of this study found that
two criteria of cost and time
are the significant in industrial
scenario

Freitas
(2013)

ELECTRE
TRI

Road
transportation

Evaluation of quality
Due to facing growing
in road transportation competition of public
in Brazil
transportation with
other transportation
need to assessment of
road transportation
quality of passengers

Outcomes of this study
indicated that vehicle condition
and vehicle cleanliness are
the significant items in
evaluation of quality in road
transportation

Lupo
(2015)

Fuzzy
Airline
ELECTRE III industry

Evaluate the quality of It is important to have
service in international an accurate and reliable
airports
assessment of passenger
service quality

The results showed that only
few key service aspects played
a focal role in quality airport
service
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3.3. Distribution of Papers Based on Title of Journal
Table 12 provides the distribution based on the name
of the journals, which was used in this paper. The articles, which were related to the MCDM methods and
transportation systems are published in 39 international
journals, which cover an extensive range of the Web of
Science and Scopus databases. From these 39 journals,
the first rank was the Transportation Research Part A:
Policy and Practice, with 13 papers. This result indicates
that this journal has the most significant role in MCDM
issues and transportation systems fields. Journal of Air

Transport Management and Expert Systems with Applications had the second and third rank with 11 and 10
papers respectively; in addition, Transport Policy, with
6 papers, had fourth rank. In other journal rankings,
Transportation with 5 papers had fifth rank, Transport
and Applied Soft Computing journal had the sixth and
seventh rank, respectively, with five publications; finally,
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review, with three studies, had eighth rank. The frequency of other published journals is shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Distribution of papers based on the name of journals
Title of journal
Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice
Journal of Air Transport Management
Expert Systems with Applications
Transport Policy
Transportation
Transport
Applied Soft Computing
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review
Total Quality Management & Business Excellence
Computers & Industrial Engineering
Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies
Safety Science
Omega: The International Journal of Management Science
Journal of Applied Mathematics
Modeling Decisions for Artificial Intelligence
Expert Systems
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Intelligence and Security Informatics
Information Sciences
Archives of Civil and Mechanical Engineering
The International Journal of Logistics Management
Journal of Traffic and Transportation Engineering
International Journal of Data Analysis Techniques and Strategies
Eskişehir Osmangazi Üniversitesi İktisadi ve İdari Bilimler Dergisi
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics
Sustainability
Quality & Quantity
Knowledge-Based Systems
Tourism Management Perspectives
European Transport – Trasporti Europei
International Journal of Quality & Reliability Management
Renewable Energy
Research in Transportation Business & Management
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management
International Journal of Business Performance and Supply Chain Modelling
The Journal of Mathematics and Computer Science
Journal of Advanced Transportation
International Journal of Production Research
Tunnelling and Underground Space Technology

Number

Percentage [%]

13
11
10
6
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

14.61
12.36
11.24
6.74
5.62
5.62
4.49
3.37
2.25
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
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Fig. 2 provided the significant data based on the frequency of distribution by the year of publication. The
finding of this figure found that, from 1993 to 2015, using of MCDM method has significant growth in field
of transportation systems and MCDM techniques. According to the findings of this section, the use of these
techniques and approaches in 1993 was found in only
one paper, and this number increased to three papers
in 2005; the number of publications increased to 10 and
17 papers in 2012 and 2013. Accordingly, it can be indicated that researchers in different fields and categories
of transportation systems use the MCDM techniques
and approaches nowadays in their research, and it can
be predicted that in coming years, these numbers will
increase. Results of publication years are shown in Fig. 2.

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Fig. 2. Distribution papers based on year of publication

3.5. Distribution of Papers Based
on Nationality of Authors
Table 13 shows that authors from 25 nationalities and
countries applied MCDM issues in the transportation
systems areas. Most of the published papers were from
Taiwan (34.83%). However, findings of this paper indicate that Turkey, Italy and Iran have published papers
regarding transportation systems areas by using MCDM
techniques and applications. Table 13 presents details regarding the nationality of authors.
Conclusions
This review paper contributes to existing literature by
demonstrating the possibility of combining decisionmaking and transportation systems areas in the MCDM
procedure. The potential for finding the most feasible
MCDM method under the influence of changing transportation systems conditions is promising. In an age of
increasing globalization and increasing flows of information, decision makers and scientists are trying to better understand how to construct of decision-making systems to address a range of multi-level problems. These
complexities in generating the desired transportation
systems decisions may be exacerbated by uncertainties
existing in the related system components. For many
decades, transportation systems problems, which have
been accompanied by rapid economic, environment and
social developments, have been of great importance for
both local and national governments worldwide. Recog-

Table 13. Distribution of papers based
on the authors’ nationality
Country
Taiwan
Turkey
Italy
Iran
UK
China
Lithuania
Republic of Korea
Netherlands
US
Canada
Thailand
Serbia
Tunisia
UAE
Brazil
Denmark
South Africa
Portugal
Belgium
Slovenia
France
Hong Kong
Croatia
Poland
Hungary
Brazil
Malaysia

Number

Percentage [%]

31
11
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

34.83
12.36
5.62
4.49
4.49
4.49
3.37
3.37
3.37
3.37
2.25
2.25
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12

nition of decision schemes, with sound socio-economic
and environmental efficiencies, is necessary for promoting effectual practices in transportation management.
Still, transportation management systems are generally
associated with various uncertainties and complexities
that are being further amplified due not only to dynamics and interactions amongst different sub-systems, but
also their association with economic penalties at the
time that different overriding policies are violated. Consequently, it is desired to develop robust and efficient
systems analysis methodologies that can address the
above-mentioned complexities. Results obtained from
this review show that MCDM approaches and techniques are appropriate for transportation systems. This
study shows that a large number of MCDM approaches
and techniques exist and many of these methods are applicable to the solution of problems in the transportation
systems fields. Various DMs generally disagree regarding
that approach and technique is most valid and suitable.
This paper provided several examples of the way various
MCDM approaches and techniques have been applied to
the transportation systems fields.
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Results of this paper indicated that, hybrid MCDM
and FMCDM in the integrated approaches and AHP and
Fuzzy-AHP in the individual methods in the rank order
weighting methods are increasingly prevalent because
of their understandability in theory and the simplicity
in application. The objective and combination weighting methods rise in decision-making progressively. They
will be mainly used to transportation systems decisionmaking as they assess the comparative significance accurately minus decision makers. MCDM techniques
and approaches were extensively used in transportation
systems decision-making that considers multi-criteria.
Usually hybrid MCDM and FMCDM in the integrated
approaches and AHP and Fuzzy-AHP in the individual
methods are the most prevalent widespread technique
so that the basic biased sum technique is still simple in
multi-criteria decision-making difficulties. In addition
this review paper found that, previous studies in various fields of transportation systems more attention on
service quality rather than other application areas. As a
result of evaluation of service quality, improvements can
attract further users to use public transportation. The
inclusive procedure to develop service quality needs to
the identify the clients’ priorities and requirements, the
measurement of clients’ gratification applying suitable
indices, the usage of this reaction to assess the related
service issues and lastly the description and application
of measures to develop the services improve to the clients. Fuzzy set methodology was progressively used for
caring the qualitative standards and the vagueness or
fuzziness characteristic in the data. The evaluation and
calculation in transportation systems decision-making
is usually obtained in a MCDM techniques and approaches. It is essential that a few dissimilar classes of
techniques and approaches are used to get the ranking
instructions of transportation systems’ substitutes and
ensure that the validity of MCDM approaches is confirmed. It is supposed that the consequences got by the
other mathematics approaches are more balanced and
more mathematics approaches will help in the transportation systems problems in the future. As long as criteria
selection and weights are used, MCDM techniques and
approaches are appropriate and suitable to the precise
decision difficulties, and MCDM can develop an influential instrument for solve problems in the transportation
systems.
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